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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Polen Stage3 Advance Efficiency Aircraft
Flying Test-Platform
Granbury, Texas – October 27, 20007 – Responding to inquiries about production of their Stage3
Advanced Efficiency aircraft, Polen company officials want to clarify the purpose of the Stage3
development project.
“The Stage3 aircraft program is not designed to produce a specific aircraft for immediate market.
Stage3 will provide a system to test evolving airframe, propulsion and flight control technologies key
to the next generation of fuel efficient, environmentally responsible, quiet and safe air transportation”
said Polen Company officials. “If a marketable design emerges, of course we will be very pleased.”
“We need to be able to quickly understand and compare what works and what doesn’t in order to
nurture workable technologies and develop business models for the next generation of enviro-ficient
aircraft. Stage3 will give us the tools to understand and refine both the technologies and economics
for these critical transportation, environmental and business decisions.”
Stage3 focuses on advanced technologies that will be first applied to smaller general aviation aircraft,
moving progressively into business class aircraft and larger, heavier aircraft as the technologies and
business models evolve.
Polen Company is committed to extending the Polen Company legacy of efficiency and innovation
into the 21st Century, developing efficient transportation solutions that address today’s complex
energy and environmental issues. Polen Company / Efficiency On The Move™ brand partner
program highlights efficiency and innovation in the development of environmentally responsible
transportation technologies.
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Recent Press Releases on this subject:
August 01, 2007 – Legendary Experimental Aircraft Remains Undefeated as Replacement Takes Shape
August 09, 2007 – Polen Stage3 Advanced Efficiency Aircraft Prototype Construction Begins
August 29, 2007 – Flight Simulator for Polen Stage3 Reaches Development Milestone
September 28, 2007 – Polen Stage3 Advanced Efficiency Aircraft Prepares for Test Flights
October 10, 2007 – Polen Stage3 Advanced Efficiency Prototype Passes Systems Checks
For more information, please visit www.polen-co.com
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